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Personal Information: 

 

Name                         : AMJAD ZAIN ALAEBDIN TAAMA 

Nationality                :  Iraqi 

Marital Status          :  Married and have two children 

Birth Date                 : 25 – 08 - 1974 
Place of Birth           : Baghdad, Iraq 

 

 

Educational Qualifications: 

 
- 2002         M.Sc., Politics science, Future Studies, High Institution for   

                   International and Political Studies, Al-Munstansiriyah University,  

                   Baghdad, Iraq.    

- 1999         B.Sc., Department of German Language, College of Languages,                   

                   University of Baghdad, Baghdad, Iraq. 

 

Skills: 

- Language skills:         - Arabic       Native language 

                                           - English      Medium  

 - Germany   Medium  

- Computer skills:    - Good knowledge of using various computer programs. 

                                    - IC3 internet and computing core certification, global    

                                       Standard 3. 

 

Teaching and research interests: 

- Teaching: 2006 – present, a lecturer in the College of Science / Munstansiriyah 

University, teaching and supervised of students in the field of human rights and 

democracy, working as Assistant Professor. 

- Research: international relations, Foreign Policy, Arab- European relations, 

(Europa,Usa,Turkey,Germany) policy , politics science, future studies. 

Administration and comities: 

2006-present, Chairman and member of many official committees in the College of 

Science and the Munstansiriyah University. 

2010-2013, General Secretary of Media Unit, College of Science, Munstansiriyah 

University. 

2011-present, Editor in the Journal of the College of Science, Munstansiriyah 

University. 

-  2015- Present, Assistant of Continuing Education Unit in College of Science, 

Munstansiriyah University. 



- 2015-Present, A member of the Media section of the student activities in the Ministry 

of Higher Education and Scientific Research. 

-2004- Present, Activist and Lecturer and Volunteer in many Human Rights and 

Democracy organizations, participated in many courses interested in the theme of 

human rights, freedoms, democracy and civil society organizations, which was 

organized by some local and international institutions. 

2016-Present, Head of Media Section in College of Science, Munstansiriyah 

University. 

 

Awards and recognition 

- got many Certificates of appreciation from (ministers, presidents of universities, and 

deans of faculties). 

- 2012 got the Best Lecturer Award in the humanities and language unit - College of 

Science - Munstansiriyah University. 

- 2010 ambassador of the World Sports Organization and the UN, World Youth 

Festival, Qatar. 

 

 

Professional Memberships 

2000- Present,    Member of Iraqi Translators Association.  

2004 - Present,   Member in the Iraqi Journalists Syndicate and worked with  

                             Many Iraqi newspapers. 

 

 

Books; 

-  Human Rights and Democracy book for faculties of science. 

- German politics and the nature of relations with Iraq. 

- The future of federalism in Iraq: between Unity and division. 

- Combating darkness: A vision in European policies against terrorism. 

- Federal Road: An analytical study of the reality and future of federalism in Iraq. 

Scientific research and studies 

-   The German unity and Its reflection at Arabian homeland. 

  - German-Israeli relations after German unity. 

-   The European position on Iran's nuclear program. 

-   Vision for the future of Turkish-German cooperation. 

-   The future of the teaching of human rights in Iraqi higher education  

     Institutions. 

 -  The future of the use of modern technology in the electoral process - Iraq as     

    An example.   

-   Bribery (concept, causes and treatment( 

-   Iraqi-German relations - a vision of the future of relations. 

-   Future studies Centers and its role of the decision-making. 

-  Russian attitude towards the Arab revolutions (Libya, Egypt, Syria as a Model). 

- German policy toward terrorism and their reflections on the German Iraqi relations. 

- Future of federal regime in Iraq, Study in international experiences 

- Russian Policy towards Changing in Syria. 

- German policy towards terrorism. 



- Russian attitude towards Lybia. 

- Economic dependence of Iraq indicators - study of the political-geographical. 

- The future of Iraqi-Turkish relations in the light of international changes. 

- The future of French attitudes towards combating terrorism.   

-The role of higher education institutions in spreading the culture of moderation and 

mediocrity.  

-Management of examinations and methods of combating modern methods of 

cheating. 

-A vision of a new and active role for the Think tanks "Think anks" in Iraqi 

universities. 

-Possible results of the German elections 2017: the fortunes and expectations of the 

last minute 

-the "Bisco " convention: A reading of intentions and objectives. 

-The Kurdistan region of Iraq in U.S. policy: a forward-looking study. 

-The water problem in Iraq: between internal and external challenges. 

-The role of civil society institutions in promoting a culture of peaceful coexistence--

Iraq as a model. 

-A vision of the Iraqi state's policy towards the objectives of minorities. 

-An Effective Arab media discourse to confront sectarianism. 

-The economic dimension in Iraqi-Saudi relations. 

-Britain and the Gulf crisis: A study on the impact of investments on the British 

position on the crisis. 

-Federalism and the future of political stability in Iraq. 

-The German position on the Gulf-Qatari crisis. 

-Military presence and its impact on U.S. policy towards the Middle East. 

 

Contacts: 

Mobile No. :  +964 7901864402     -----------   +964 7702735016                

E-Mail:          amjdzain@yahoo.com  
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